Characteristics of an effective mentor: effective at "school", respected by peers, empathic (skill vs. personality trait), could teach a block of wood, trained, lives in the moment.
High Stakes Mentoring would you want for your child?
Mentoring

Would you want this instructor to teach your child?

Structured self-assessment process

Fosters innovation.
Clarity of Purpose
We recommend room for mistakes.
Transactional Learning:
Here is the bar, reach it.
They (faculty) are not trying to tell you what to do, but how to be.
You must build a toolbox of skill, content mastery, patience, empathy and creativity at a pace that suits the mission, not the instructor.
Transformational difference: Breaking through barriers.
If you want us to raise your child

Press 6
"teachers must feel what students crave-- a sense of security and well-being..."
Daily Survival Guide to your School
teachers must feel what students crave-- a sense of security and well-being...

One of us can always act as a confidential sounding board.

Assessment and goal-setting

Educating the specific boy with whole boy tactics

The timing of check-ins
each One of us can always act as a confidential sounding board.

self-assessment and goal-setting

Educating the specific boy with whole boy tactics

variable timing of check-ins

role is to demonstrate ethical and reinforce institutional and codes of conduct"
A Priest and a Rabbi walk into a bar...
Characteristics of an effective mentor: effective at "school", respected by peers, empathic (skill vs. personality trait), could teach a block of wood, trained, lives in the moment.